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✦ PRODUCTS ✦ 

 

RAPID-CUT SERIES   

 

 
 

TENRYU'S Premium Heavy Duty, Industrial, Multi-Purpose Blades 
 

We offer an entire line of industrial duty "work horse" blades that cover the 10 to 16 inch diameter range. These blad    
meant to be used on shop tools such as table saws. In addition, many models can be used on more specialized ma  
with arbor hole adjustments. Each blade has a large carbide tip following the European tradition and can be resha  

multiple 20 times. 
 

Value is key here. These blades are priced very competitively. The small shop and corporate giant alike will apprecia   
quality industrial blades at an affordable price. 

 

EACH BLADE FEATURES:  

• Individually hand-hammered, fully heat hardened steel plates for flat, true, wobble-free operatio  
• Aggressive grind angles for easy performance in heavy-duty jobs. Honing carried out at 400 grit to  

microchipping and produce a very keen edge. 
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• Large, high-grade carbide tips selected for long life in woodworking applications. 
• Ample side clearance provides for air flow between carbide and workpiece - limits likelihood of burni   

on heavy rips. This also prevents premature dulling. 

                                                                                                                                              RS-25550-2 only! 

RAPID-CUT SERIES 

MODEL # DIA. TEETH ARBOR GRIND KERF RAKE APPLICATION 

RS-25524CBN 10" 24 5/8" ATB .126" 20 Fast cutting rip blade for industry. Great value  
performance. 

RS-25524-U 10" 24 5/8" ATB .079" 20 ULTRA-THIN 10" rip blade. Only .079" kerf. Fas   
clean, even without stabilizer plates. 

RS-25536CBN 10" 36 5/8" ATB .126" 20 Fast cutting general purpose industrial blade. G  
value. 

RS-25540 10" 40 5/8" ATAF .118" 15 Our very popular 40t Rapid-Cut blade for 
woodworking. Economically priced. 

RS-25540-U 10" 40 5/8" ATAF .079" 20 ULTRA-THIN kerf combination blade. Rip/cross   
.079" kerf. 

RS-25548CBN 10" 48 5/8" ATB .126" 20 For industrial cross cuts and rip cuts in all woo  
Super value. 

RS-25550 10" 50 5/8" ATBR .126" 15 

TENRYU's Rapid-Cut planer-combination bla  
Outstanding rip or cross. "The smoothest-cutting   

the ATB/R blades in our test" , Wood Magazi  
Feb.2000, page 67. 

RS-25550-2 10" 50 5/8" ATBR .126" 10 Super quiet planer combination blade. See ph  
above. 

RS-25560 10" 60 5/8" ATAF .118" 10 Clean cutting table saw blade. Very economic  
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RS-25560D 10" 60 5/8" TCG .125" 10 
Full-kerf triple chip grind for durability in a wide v  

of wood materials . Can rip thin materials. 
Economically priced. 

RS-30524CBN 12" 24 1" ATB .134" 20 Fast cutting rip blade for woodworking. 

RS-30536CBN 12" 36 1" ATB .134" 20 Semi-smooth cuts in wood. Great for hardwoo  

RS-30548CBN 12" 48 1" ATB .134" 20 Clean combination blade for woodworking  

RS-30560 12" 60 1" ATBR .134" 15 
12" smooth cutting planer-combination blade.  

and crosscuts in thick or thin material- also exc  
for plywood. 

RS-35524CBN 14" 24 1" ATBR .142" 20 Fast cutting for work in hardwoods. Industrial qu  

RS-35536CBN 14" 36 1" ATBR .142" 20 Fast cutting for work in hardwoods. Industrial qu  

RS-35548CBN 14" 48 1" ATBR .142" 20 Semi-smooth cuts in hardwoods. Good rips a  
crosses. 

RS-40536CBN 16" 36 1" ATBR .134" 20 Fast and easy cuts on 16" saws. 

RS-40560CB 16" 60 1" ATAF .126" 15 
Semi-smooth work in wood and wood products o   
saws. See Also 16" x 100 tooth in our Pro Serie   

Wood, page__. 
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